SAN LUIS OBISPO, NOVEMBER 13, 1924.

Large Attendance is Looked For and An Enjoyable Time Assured.

Homecoming! Hurrah! It's almost here! We're all anxious for it to arrive. But not too fast, I pray!

Next Friday we will see alumni of Poly beginning to come in. They can't wait.

We will walk by Miss Chase's office and see a face that just has that look on it. We'll hear, "Oh, yes, Jack remember the time you were the honor student; I'll never forget it.

Won't it be grand to see the old Poly coming home? We'll see sights of shops Friday afternoon? They will go hand in hand. We're all anxious for it to be here! We're all anxious for it to be here! We're all anxious for it to be here!

Into the forge shop. We are sure that the trucks they used to make butter and, oh, so much unpleasantness and unreasonable things said about them.

They weren't different from us. We know, sort of take advantage once in a while, but we had many, many unpleasant and unreasonable things said about ourselves, but we're all glad to know that you can be intelligent tf you want to. I congratulate, Walter, old boy; we're all glad to know that you can be in getting on the honor roll.

It's past six weeks. Mr. Knott, the principal, has decided to allow the school to open for Poly Pictures Retaken.

The motion pictures of the interiors of the shops and Household Arts activities were retaken last week. Mr. Kennedy wrote that they turned out exceptionally well, and the Poly picture will maintain its schedule as previously scheduled.

Old Polytechnes Back

Two former Poly students, Leon and Leonard, are here on Poly, on Poly, on Poly.

By the way, remember Judith Curran? She was a real girl.

The Dorm Party

Spokes, dominoes at the door, for the Poly dormitory party. Wives' Club showed, the Dorm boys, Dyke and Murphy, cut loose and had a good time. Everybody was doing something all the time. Just to show that there wasn't an idle minute.

New Songts Tired

A regular Assembly was held in the Assembly Hall Wednesday, November 6th. Miss Chase presided, and asked in the list of honor roll students for the last two weeks.

Two new songs were practiced and announced for Homecoming Week, and urged more effort in the selling of Poly for the game.

In Electrical Department

Several of the electrical students from Mr. Knott's class motored together for the dormitory and Miss Millikany made the remark, "What a color of sanctity prevails." Others said it was the result of the work of the school. This was not only true, but the students were found to be more truth than poetry. After some years of effort, honest difficulty was involved in sawing off the caps, Fred Louis and Otto [Jruenz].

The dorm outfit consists of a three-phase alternating current generator, and a generator, and a driving current generator, and a motor-generator set, also a three-phase alternating current generator, and a driving current generator, and a motor-generator set.

Puffy Puffer has an awful time getting enough to eat. Last week he was seen stealing from the circus stealing from the elephants.

Nothing happens to the dorm members, they are always astray.

JOURNAL STAFF

There was some difficulty in finding Poly. But it was solved together for the dormitory, and the dormitory, and the dormitory.

This year it was decided to do things more in order to get the most of this reason the staff has been selected and considered the things as the beginning of a flying start.

The following students were selected as members of the staff:

Business manager—Fred Logie.

Wives' Club—Betty Heavey.

Semi—Birger Martinsen.

Art—Richard Morison.

Photography—Walter Lumley.

Circulation—H. Tomasi.

Jokes—Nelle Jeppson.

Alumni—Dorothy Miller.

Tops—Ira Davis.

This year they hope to 'make the dorm a bigger and better one than last year. They will need everyone's support. Walter Lumley has been selected to collect pictures. Please turn all your snaps in to him. Turn them in early. All of you who have cameras, get them to working and get some snaps.
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HOMECOMING

Homecoming is indeed a word that recalls happy memories. Home, the word that means the most to all of us and the place of which you can always remember happy words and times. Even to the most of us at Poly who are seldom away from home more than six months at a time, homecoming is an event to be looked forward to with impatience. Think of what it must mean to a person who has been away from home for years, with what emotions he must look forward to his return.

Every day and Saturday Poly's first annual homecoming will be held. Let us remind to make our days to be looked forward to throughout the year for both the animal and the students. A time to renew old friendships and talk over old times. Let us make Poly not only a home of learning but also a home of real friends and good glee.

Poly is not recovering from the set-back she received two years ago in her history. The almost certainly gave her loyal support, then and has done so ever since. Homecoming day will give everyone an opportunity to get together to again help Poly fresh in the memories of our graduates.

If everyone will help make this first day a success, the succeeding homecoming days in the future are certain to be glorious reunions of Poly's Alumni.

Poly Chatter

In the olden days a pirate took what he wanted. He took his cutlass and went forth taking all before him. How things have changed; we now have a pirate who usually gets what he wants, though he usually asks for it. Once he wanted to take a young lady to a party; if he had been a real pirate he would have done so. When he asked her to go. The answer was, "I don't think he thinks it will work with me."...

While ghost stories were being told at that same party, some of the boys found that they were in front of windows and that their shadows were very plainly silhouetted against the shadows.

Prescott is wondering whether he will have to pay fifty or seventy-five cents for the next game.

Jap was very ill at ease Sunday night. Two of his very good friends deserted him and played a dirty trick on him. Of course, it was all over again.

Let's all get behind the team and the athletic managers and make our next game to be one of the greatest. Boost your team.

Pfeiffer and Cavanaugh stage a wrestling bout. They apparently met. It certainly is a shame that Cavanaugh is such a sore loser that it is almost as bad as when Fred Louis picks on White.

Why is it that a man who has never registered at school comes out?

Fulwider is an efficiency expert. He does no more than is absolutely necessary.

It is very strange when a man not even registered at school comes out.

Supervised Project Work in Agricultural Education

BY R. J. WERNER

State Supervisor of Agricultural Instruction, Bureau of Education.

One of the chief aims of supervised project work in agricultural education is to insure the first-hand knowledge of the student with that phase of farming in which he is being prepared, to engage. Our farmers have secured this first-hand knowledge by the apprenticeship or indenture system. However, project work on the boy's home farm will accomplish, in a large measure, the desirable results of apprenticeship-training. At the same time it provides large opportunities for teaching and learning than apprenticeship usually afforded.

Both the school and the farm have their particular functions to perform in efficient agricultural education. The proper mental habits, skills and abilities may be better fostered in the school environment, but unquestionably the development of the individual's physical attributes can be better accomplished on the farm. The slogan "Earn and Learn" has been in use for several years. If we think of project work in terms of farming perhaps we may measure the results in financial terms. For instance, last year 500 boys completed projects in poultry with an average of $8 birds per pupil, with a total return of $5,800, or approximately $1 per bird.

In addition to immediate returns, agricultural education, in common with all education, has its culture, its vision and its mental discipline. It has been recognized both by the State Board of Education and by our conservative educational institution, the nation's universities. The fact is that the vocational program meets, as well as its requirements for high school graduation, besides giving training which prepares the student for actual participation in farming. The State University accepts the voca­tionally-trained boy or girl on a par with high school graduates. This proves that the vocationally-trained students, in addition to training for their life work, have acquired the necessary background to pursue higher education if they so desire.

We assume this project-training to begin in adolescence, when the boy is looking back on childhood and forward to manhood. The boys of earlier days were discarded for manual tools and equipment. The old "coaster" with his makeshift steering-gear is put away for the Ford "speedster." His make-believe play and the impersonation of heroic characters give way to the realities of life. It is the beginning of a constructive period when the urge of whiteheat, purposeless and self-expression becomes dominant in his life. Such is the fertile soil in which projects and practical work thrive. Such are the rich opportunities in which we are utilizing for agricultural education.

Agricultural projects furnish motives for study and teaching purposes. With most farm boys, the desire to earn, produce, manage and control their farm work is an integral part of their life. Why is it that they are so interested in getting a football game with Other High Schools? Why is it that they cannot get enough exercise—at night.

If Women or Children Wear It, We Have It

You won't find it anywhere else.

Every day in every way the best made for the price paid.
Revolutionizing Pre-Holiday JEWELRY SALE

Starts Saturday 10 a.m.
Souvenirs given away to young and old
R. L. Lawrence & Co., Jewelers, 888 Monterey, Phone 785

SUNSET BARBER SHOP
NUF SED
Opposite Southwicks

DENNIS DAIRY LUNCH
for that
Good Ice Cream
804 Higuera St. San Luis Obispo

ASTON PHOTO SHOP
"Everything Photographic"
Kodak Finishing—Enlarging—Coloring—Framing
Kodaks—Albums—Films
Bring your roll to us for best finishing service.
728 Higuera Street
(Near Riley-Crocker Co.)

IRELAND'S Candies—Ice Cream Lunches
MEET US THERE
Opposite Post Office 804 Monterey
HOMECOMING GAME

The big Homecoming game will be witnessed next Saturday afternoon on Polytechnic field, when we will see the Green and Gold playing the first game it has played at home this season. It will be the hardest game in the conference for Poly this season.

The Fresno State Teachers tied for first place in the Conference last year by winning all of its Conference games. They now have an enrollment of about 800.

The Bulldogs will come to San Luis Obispo with a reputation, but that is not bad. The Fresno team has made excellent runs during the season. They have a reputation for good work and are playing well enough to be formidable opponents.

The Fresno aggregation should come between the green pants and the red of the Bullets. But in a great many cases the Bullets have the best team, which is shown in the way the Bullets are playing in the Pacific Coast Conference games this season.

Lots of schools will not provide this game. On the night before the game all Polyites will serpentine through the streets downtown. After this demonstration we will proceed to the Polytechnic field where a big bonfire rally will be held. On the day of the game the Fresno aggregation should be able to show off their football field at 2 p.m., and the Poly will start the football game at 3:30 p.m.

Polytechnic Loses to Bakersfield Jr. College

Friday before last the Poly football team came out on the short side of the score, 8 to 12. All the Junior College team at Bakersfield.

The game was played at the Poly's green and gold squad left for Bakersfield Thursday morning. The Poly lined up in the study hall upon the grounds that the game would be a good one. At the University of the Pacific on the other hand in front and on the other side in back.

The star of the Company B team Davis says that he did not get warm enough to perspire.

The Sophomores have been very busy of late. A Freshman "popped off" a little too much and caused the sleepy Sophs to wake up and give him a much needed bath.

The biology class has been seen out running about the campus with a flag on the end of a stick. What are the students doing, practicing wig-wagging?

The biology class has been seen out running about the campus with a flag on the end of a stick. What are the students doing, practicing wig-wagging?

The star of the Company B team has been put to practice two or three times. This is in good and all right.

The college girls had planned to entertain the Poly athletics that evening if they could stay. But some of them did not intend to stay they did not carry their plans through.

Poly Chatter (Continued from page 1)

wants to make a clean sweep for football and fellows who have nothing whatever to do in after- noon can't find time to come out. A fellow must be registered and in this case the man could not play in our next game but he comes out. This shall real spirit for old Poly.

WICKENDEN AND WICKENDEN

Hart Schaffner & Marx CLOTHES Polytechnic School Uniforms

The Biggest Little Tire Shop in San Luis Obispo

Tires—$14.75  $24.45  $15.95 Other Parts in Proportion

STANDARD RUBBER CO.

749 Higuera Phone 200

FORD GARAGE

W. T. Reid & Co.

Polyites buy your Ford Parts from the authorized Ford Dealer

Monterey & Santa Rosa

HILLS BAZAAR

Xmas goods now ready for your inspection

STEVIE'S TAXI

DAY AND NIGHT

Country and City Trips & a Specialty

We Meet All Trains

CURRENT NEWS

A STUDENT’SUpdateTime

for the STUDENT

and Rest of the Family

T. M. CALLAHAN CO.

Golden Rule Mercantile Co.

Chain of Dept. Stores

808-872 Higuera St.

ROMA RESTAURANT

Our Specialties

Raviolis and Spaghetti Daily

879 Monterey St., San Luis Obispo

Telephone 784

Joe Squegella, Proprietor

GREEN BROS.

"Kuppenheimer"

GOOD CLOTHES

871 Monterey Street

A. SAUER CO.

Groceries and Produce

SAN LUIS BAKERY

Phone 27

840-850 Monterey

Dr. Roy M. Cox

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON

Phone 451

San Luis Obispo

WHERE YOUR CLOTHES are protected with the

De Laval Continuous Clarification System

STRONG'S

689 Higuera Street

Phone 236
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